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ABSTRACT
Core curriculum in information systems is of vital interest to the information systems community. Long scrutinized by the
academic community and various stakeholders, the content of information systems core curriculum is once again a topic of
debate. Accounting has undergone similar curriculum examination (including technology curriculum) amid criticisms for a
variety of accounting failures in the 1990s. We map information systems core curriculum frameworks to accounting core
curriculum frameworks for information systems courses and confirm the value of a core information systems curriculum for
accounting majors. Using industry perspective as a focus, a pilot study in a graduate accounting information systems course
identified information systems topics that are of distinct importance to managerial accountants as opposed to public
accountants, suggesting different information systems curriculum needs within the major. This study resulted in the
development of a three-dimensional modular information systems curriculum model mapping topical areas in information
systems to specific major with Bloom's taxonomy represented on the third axis indicating how the learning takes place.
Examination of information systems topics required by major within business may help confirm the identity of core
concepts in information systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As early as 1980, the legitimacy of Information Systems
(IS) as an academic discipline has been questioned.
Originally, computer science was a discipline that produced
computer programmers. Now, IS is challenged to produce
technologically literate information analysts in addition to
programmers. The strategic role IS plays has grown with
advances in computing hardware and software, as
processing power, bandwidth and storage capacity have
increased exponentially and are predicted to continue to do
so in the foreseeable future. By the end of the zoth century,
IS education suddenly impacted all fields in business and
needed to respond quickly to changes in program demands.
IS programs have been criticized for a failure to respond to
the business community and for offering too narrow a focus
(Simon and Wang, 1999). IS curricula may indeed not be
aligned with business needs and the concept of a generic IS
curriculum may be obsolete.
The accounting profession has undergone similar
curriculum examination.
Technology curriculum in
accounting was addressed throughout the 1990s by the
International Federation of Accountants (IF AC, !EG 11,
2003), the CPA Vision Project (1992), and by Siegel and

Sorenson ( 1994).
This paper examines curriculum
frameworks in both IS and Accounting and maps identified
IS course components to requirements identified by
accounting curriculum developers. Accounting was chosen
since information systems arc highly concentrated in
accounting as a discipline and because the accounting
profession has been struggling with IS curriculum as has the
IS discipline.
A pilot study was conducted targeting
accounting and using industry as a focus to identify required
IS skills. The analysis indicated that there is consistency
between JS and accounting core concepts, but there are also
topics that may be particular only to accounting information
systems. The comparison of models and industry data
results in a multidimensional curriculum model that may be
useful for future curriculum design in hoth TS and
The following section discusses the
Accounting.
background of the IS curriculum debate.

1.1 IS Curriculum Background
The undergraduate and graduate "Introduction to
Information Systems" courses taught at different
universities not only have different names, but different
content (Gil & Hu, 1999). Some are more oriented toward
technology, others toward management. Given evolving
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